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Background. Reduced sensory feedback from lower leg prostheses results in harmful gait
patterns and entails a significant cognitive burden because users have to visually monitor their
locomotion.

Objectives. The purpose of this study was to validate a sensory feedback device designed
to help elderly patients with transfemoral amputation to improve their temporal gait symmetry
after a training program aimed at associating the vibrotactile patterns with symmetrical
walking.

Design. This was a prospective quasi-experimental study including 3 elderly patients
walking with lower leg prostheses.

Methods. During training sessions, participants walked on a treadmill equipped with a
feedback device that controlled vibrotactile stimulators based on signals from a sensorized
insole while provided with visual feedback about temporal gait symmetry. The vibrotactile
stimulators delivered short-lasting, low-intensity vibrations synchronously with certain gait-
phase transitions. During pretraining and posttraining sessions, participants walked without
visual feedback about gait symmetry under 4 conditions: with or without vibrotactile feedback
while performing or not performing a secondary cognitive task. The primary outcome measure
was temporal gait symmetry.

Results. With �2 hours of training, the participants improved their temporal gait symmetry
from 0.82 to 0.84 during the pretraining evaluation session to 0.98 to 1.02 during the follow-up
session across all conditions. Following training, participants were able to maintain good
temporal gait symmetry, without any evidence of an increased cognitive burden.

Limitations. The small sample size and short follow-up time do not allow straightforward
extrapolations to larger populations or extended time periods.

Conclusions. Low-cost, gait phase–specific vibrotactile feedback, after training combined
with visual feedback, may improve the temporal gait symmetry in patients with transfemoral
amputation without representing an additional cognitive burden.
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Patients with lower limb amputa-
tions tend to walk in a very asym-
metrical way, loading the intact

limb more and longer than the prosthetic
limb.1 This walking pattern is associated
with osteoarthritis of the knee or hip of
the intact limb and osteopenia or osteo-
porosis in the residual stump,2 as well as
increased metabolic consumption.3,4 Evi-
dence suggests that some of the main
causes of the altered walking pattern are
distorted sensory perceptions and lack of
sensory feedback.5 Such inadequate sen-
sory feedback may transform walking
from an activity that requires little cog-
nitive effort to a significant cognitive bur-
den.6 Patients with an above-knee pros-
thesis, for instance, compensate for a
lack of proprioceptive information by
continually monitoring their prosthesis
with their eyes even to control postural
sway.7 When a human is unable to rely
on normal balance strategies, an
increased cognitive burden is expected
during both walking and dual-task walk-
ing, as this burden is evident even during
standing and dual-task standing.8,9

Although the mechanical design of new
prosthetic devices plays a crucial role in
facilitating more natural gait patterns and
increasing confidence in performing
concurrent activities,10,11 it seems rea-
sonable to expect that enabling depend-
able sensory feedback from the limbs
would improve the walking capability of
people with leg amputations.12

The majority of devices developed to
improve gait patterns in patients were
designed to enhance rehabilitation ther-
apy. The ultimate goal of these devices is
to enable patients to incorporate artifi-
cial stimulations into their body control
schemes and thereby promote more
physiological walking patterns.13 When a
specific gait-related variable falls outside
a certain range, some of these devices
alert the patient by visual,14 acoustic,15

or vibratory feedback,16 or a combina-
tion of these types of feedback.17,18 The
second group of devices encode a spe-
cific variable (eg, the foot-ground inter-
action force) and deliver feedback by
means of an artificial stimulus (eg, elec-
trical stimulation on the thigh).19,20

Although devices from the first group
have been demonstrated to immediately
affect the gait pattern,14–17 devices from

the second group have not yet proven to
generate clear improvements in gait per-
formance of people with gait disorders.20

A sensory feedback device that provides
exteroceptive sensory feedback from the
foot sole was recently presented and val-
idated in healthy individuals.21,22 With
this device, gait-related variables are
computed based on signals from a
sensorized insole and transferred to
vibrotactile stimulators that deliver short-
lasting, low-intensity vibrations synchro-
nously with certain gait phase transi-
tions. These unobtrusive stimulations
and the low-encumbrance wearable sen-
sors make this device potentially useful
outside laboratory settings. Moreover, it
can be combined with traditional non-
portable gait training tools during reha-
bilitation (eg, instrumented treadmills
equipped with visual feedback systems,
force platforms, pedographs), but also
easily integrated in lower limb prosthe-
ses and used during everyday activities.
The purpose of this study was to validate
the capacity of a sensory feedback device
to help elderly patients with a transfemo-
ral amputation to improve their temporal
gait symmetry after a training program
aimed at associating the vibrotactile pat-
terns with symmetrical walking.

Materials and Method
Participants and General
Procedure
The experimental protocol was ap-
proved by the local ethical committee
and complied with the Declaration of
Helsinki. Participants were recruited
among patients registered at the clinical
center Fondazione Don Carlo Gnocchi
(Florence, Italy) in a 2-step procedure.
First, screening was conducted using the
following inclusion criteria: (1) trans-
femoral amputation, (2) age �60 years,
(3) foot size in the range of 41 to 43
(European Union size), and (4) absence
of pathologies affecting sensory percep-
tion capabilities. Second, patients fitting
the inclusion criteria were invited to
Fondazione Don Carlo Gnocchi to assess
their capability to walk on a treadmill.
Candidates who experienced excessive
pain or fatigue, as well as those who
scored �21 on the Mini-Mental State
Examination, were excluded from the
study. Accordingly, the final 3 male par-

ticipants all had transfemoral amputa-
tions (�1 year after surgery), showed no
overt neurological signs, and were likely
to be physically and mentally able to
complete the study (eTable, available at
ptjournal.apta.org). All participants gave
written informed consent prior to the
study.

The experimental procedure included
treadmill walking while watching visual
feedback displayed on a screen in front
of the treadmill. The participants were
equipped with a wearable feedback
apparatus providing vibrotactile feed-
back to the lower abdomen and sensors
for measuring the physiological response
(Fig. 1).

Wearable Feedback Apparatus
The wearable feedback apparatus has
been described in detail previously.21,22

In short, it consists of 3 modules: a pair
of instrumented shoes equipped with
pressure-sensitive insoles, a processing
unit for the real-time detection of critical
gait events (ie, heel-strike, mid-stance,
and toe-off), and a transduction unit con-
trolling 3 vibrotactile units.

The pressure-sensitive insoles23 have
been used for various applications,
including gait segmentation,24 assess-

Figure 1.
Experimental scenario. The participants
wore the feedback apparatus and sensors for
physiological measurement while walking
on the treadmill and watching the visual
feedback.
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ment of gait abnormalities,25 and control
of active prostheses and orthoses.26 The
64 insole signals were acquired, without
prior weighting or filtration, using a cus-
tomized LabVIEW (National Instruments
Corp, Austin, Texas) routine.27 The volt-
age values from the sensors were trans-
formed to force values by means of a
predefined calibration function.23 These
force values were then used to compute
the total vertical ground reaction force
(vGRF) and the x and y coordinates of
the center of pressure (CoPx, CoPy; eAp-
pendix, panel A, available at ptjour-
nal.apta.org). The y axis was parallel
with the anteroposterior foot sole axis
(CoPy equal to 0 and 250 mm corre-
sponded to the toe and heel, respec-
tively), and the orthogonal x axis was
parallel with the mediolateral foot sole
axis. The gait cycles were segmented
into 3 phases (ie, stance 1, stance 2, and
swing) following Perry and Davids,28

using the following criteria:

Stance phase 1: vGRF �20 N and CoPy

�125 mm

Stance phase 2: vGRF �20 N and CoPy

�125 mm

Swing phase: CoPx�CoPy�undefined

The 3 vibrotactile units were attached to
the lower abdomen at locations deter-
mined by projections of the long axes
of the rectus femoris, vastus lateralis,
and biceps femoris muscles (Fig. 1).
Although gait segmentation was calcu-
lated for both the prosthetic and the
intact foot, only data from the prosthetic
side were used for vibrotactile control.
The vibrotactile units were each acti-
vated at specific gait phase transitions,
carrying relevant information about tem-
poral gait symmetry: vibrotactile unit 1 at
toe-off (ie, the transition from prosthetic
stance to swing phase), vibrotactile unit
2 at flat foot (ie, close to when the
healthy leg commenced its swing phase),
and vibrotactile unit 3 at heel-strike (ie,
at the transition from swing phase to
stance phase) (eAppendix, panel B). All
vibrotactile units produced vibrations at
a frequency of 230 Hz and transferred a
mechanical power of �600 mW to the
abdominal skin, with a peak force of �1
N. They thus easily activated Pacinian

corpuscles29 (ie, the mechanoreceptors
particularly sensitive to high-frequency
stimuli). The duration of each time-
discrete vibrotactile stimulation was set
to 100 milliseconds (ie, long enough to
be securely perceived but short enough
to prevent vibrotactile unit activations to
overlap).

The visual feedback apparatus consisted
of a customized LabVIEW27 routine that
in real-time extracted temporal gait
parameters. Specifically, it calculated for
each gait stride the stance duration for
each leg and consequently temporal gait
symmetry, represented by the symmetry
index (SI) (ie, the ratio between the dura-
tion of the stance phase on the pros-
thetic and sound limb sides), as in Yang
et al16 and adapted from Dingwell et al.30

This routine also provided feedback
about temporal gait symmetry via a visual
interface.

The stance duration for each leg was
represented by the height of 2 bars on a
screen in front the participant. During
training, the participant’s performance
was compared with a reference value,
namely SIREF (ie, the averaged SI from the
previous day), and following each gait
stride, a score was assigned to encourage
temporal symmetry improvements. The
participants received this information on
the screen by means of red, yellow, and
green LEDs corresponding to the scores
0, 0.5, and 1, respectively, and a number
showing the aggregated score since the
beginning of each series. The scoring sys-
tem adaptively guided the participants
toward symmetrical walking while avoid-
ing overshooting the ideal value SI�1.
Specifically, if SIREF was far from tempo-
ral gait symmetry (ie, SI �0.96 or SI
�1.04), the scoring system was designed
to improve gait symmetry by at least the
3% of SIREF (eAppendix, equation 1).
Once SIREF reached a range considered
optimal (ie, 0.96–1.04), the scoring sys-
tem encouraged the participants to main-
tain the performance (eAppendix, equa-
tion 2).

Physiological Measurement
Apparatus
Heart and breathing rate, as well as skin
conductance responses, have been used
in previous studies to assess the physical

and cognitive workload during walking
and proven to be effective for detecting
different levels of physiological stress
in healthy participants.31 Accordingly,
these physiological parameters were
monitored with the Equivital EQ02
LifeMonitor (Equivital Inc, New York,
New York).32 This is a commercial mul-
tiparameter ambulatory and wearable
system capable of logging and transmit-
ting continuously real-time data about
heart rate, respiration movements, and
skin temperature and conductance sig-
nals through a Bluetooth (Bluetooth SIG
Inc, Kirkland, Washington) connection
(validated by Liu et al33). Skin tempera-
ture was measured on the left side of the
chest while skin conductance was mea-
sured by 2 Ag-AgCl electrodes fixed to
the dorsal surface of the middle phalanx
of the left middle and ring fingers.

Self-Assessment Questionnaires
The participants’ subjectively experi-
enced workload was assessed using The
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration Task Load Index (NASA-TLX34).
This index is derived from a question-
naire comprising 6 subscales: mental
demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, frustration, effort, and
performance.

The System Usability Scale (SUS) was
used to quantify the subjective percep-
tion of usability of the wearable feedback
apparatus.35 It is a 10-item questionnaire
with a 5-item Likert scale to quantify the
3 most important aspects of usability (ie,
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfac-
tion). Effectiveness identifies the capabil-
ity of the user to successfully achieve his
or her objectives, efficiency quantifies
how much effort and resources are
expended in achieving the objectives,
and satisfaction represents the user’s
subjective experience with the device.

Experimental Protocol
The experiment protocol comprised sev-
eral sessions during 7 working days. In
an initial session, the participants wore
the instrumented shoes while being
familiarized with treadmill walking. They
were allowed to hold the handrails of the
treadmill during walking, and the pre-
ferred walking speed of each participant
was determined. Also, the appropriate
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difficulty level of the secondary cognitive
task (ie, a serial subtraction test) was
determined for each participant; if a
serial subtraction of 7 practically never
generated any errors, the task was mod-
ified to subtraction of 17 or 37. The dif-
ficulty level was kept unchanged for
each participant across all sessions and
conditions.

During a single week (Monday–Friday), a
pretraining evaluation session, 3 training
days, and a posttraining evaluation ses-
sion were completed. One week later, a
final follow-up evaluation session was
performed. During the training days, the
participants walked with visual and
vibrotactile feedback for at least 3 peri-
ods of 5 minutes, with 10-minute breaks
between trials. During the evaluation ses-
sions, they performed 6 experimental tri-
als (none with visual feedback). During
the first 2 of these experimental trials
(baseline and baseline with a cognitive
task), the participants were asked to sit
relaxed for 3 minutes while baseline
physiological parameters were recorded.
They were then asked to walk for 5 min-
utes on the treadmill with or without
vibrotactile augmented feedback and
with or without the secondary cognitive
task (ie, vibrotactile feedback � cogni-
tive task in a randomized order). Imme-
diately before trials involving the
cognitive test, the experimenter told par-
ticipants the starting number for the
backward counting. During dual-task
conditions, participants were specifically
instructed to prioritize the secondary
cognitive task; instructions were “Per-
form the subtraction task as quickly and
accurately as you can. Try also to walk as
well as you can, but give priority to the
counting task.” After each of the 6 trials,
the participants completed the NASA-
TLX questionnaire and rested until their
heart rate returned to its baseline value.
The SUS questionnaire was completed at
the end of the follow-up session.

Data Collection and Analyses
Gait performance was reassessed offline
from data acquired at 100 Hz from the
pressure-sensitive insoles and computed
for both the amputated and healthy
limbs. Offline data analysis confirmed
that the online calculations of gait seg-
mentation and SI were correct and that

the participants were provided with cor-
rect feedback. For both the amputated
and healthy legs, the vRGF and COP val-
ues were computed; in turn, these vari-
ables allowed the calculation of the
stance and swing phase durations. Addi-
tional parameters were derived by com-
bining information from the 2 legs: the
temporal SI, the symmetry index error
(ie, SIERROR � |1 – SI|), stride duration,
and cadence. Step duration was defined
as the sum of the swing and stance
phases, and step cadence was defined
as the inverse of the step duration.
The effect of vibrotactile feedback on the
SIERROR was evaluated, by means of the
2-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, when
the participants were just walking and
when they were walking while perform-
ing the additional cognitive task.

Data from the Equivital EQ02 Life-
Monitor were recorded at 128 Hz. All
signal processing was performed with
VivoSense software (Vivonoetics, San
Diego, California).36 Standard parameters
for characterizing the autonomic control
of the heart and breathing (ie, the means
and standard deviations of the heart rate
and breathing frequency) were calcu-
lated for the last 3 minutes of each trial.
Skin conductance response was assessed
by measuring the change in skin conduc-
tance compared with baseline skin con-
ductance. The mean and standard devia-
tion of the abdominal skin temperature
were calculated from the last 5 seconds
of each trial. Because of the small sample
size (N�3), nonparametric statistics
were applied on the physiological data. A
Friedman analysis of variance was used
to evaluate differences among the 6
experimental conditions (ie, baseline
with and without the cognitive task and
walking with and without vibrotactile
feedback and with or without the con-
comitant serial subtraction task) and the
3 time moments (ie, pretraining, post-
training, and follow-up). For the post hoc
analysis, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was
applied to identify pair-wise differences.
Statistical significance was accepted at
Bonferroni-corrected P�.05.

Cognitive performance was quantified
by calculating: (1) the total number of
items in the serial subtraction test (ie,

number of attempts) and (2) the percent-
age of correct items.

For NASA-TLX, the 6 individual raw sub-
scale ratings were analyzed in addition to
the total raw workload following the pro-
cedures described by Hart and Staven-
land.34 The workload score of each par-
ticipant was calculated as the average of
the 6 subscale ratings and normalized to
0 to 100, with 100 representing the high-
est subjectively assessed workload.

The SUS scores were analyzed using stan-
dard procedures.35 Following Bangor et
al,37 we considered 68 as a threshold
score for acceptability and 80.3 as the
threshold for a full positive evaluation.

Role of the Funding Source
This work was supported, in part, by the
European Union within the CYBERLEGs
Project FP7/2007–2013 under Grant
Agreement 287894 and by Fondazione
Pisa within the IUVO project (prog. 154/
11). Professor Edin was partly supported
by the Swedish Research Council (VR
2011-3128).

Results
The protocol required �3 hours of walk-
ing during a single week, but notably this
represented more walking than any of
the participants were used to. Neverthe-
less, all 3 participants completed the pro-
tocol without reporting excessive fatigue
or significant discomfort. Specifically,
none reported discomfort related to the
instrumented shoes or the vibrotactile
stimulations, and the SUS scores across
the participants were all �82.5 (Tab. 1).

All 3 participants walked with a signifi-
cantly higher step cadence in the pre-
training evaluation session than in the
posttraining and follow-up sessions
(P�.05; Fig. 2). As the treadmill speed
was kept constant over the 6 experimen-
tal sessions, this finding implies that all
participants increased their step length.

Gait Performance
All 3 participants walked in a strongly
asymmetrical manner during the pre-
training session, with 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) of median SI values of 0.83
to 0.85, 0.84 to 0.85, and 0.82 to 0.84,
respectively (Fig. 2). That is, they spent
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more time on the sound limb than on the
prosthetic limb. During the training ses-
sions when they were provided with
both visual and vibrotactile feedback,
however, they all quickly modified their
walking patterns toward higher temporal
symmetry (ie, they spent more stance
time on the amputated limb). Indeed, all
participants achieved good temporal gait
symmetry (median SI�0.95–0.98) dur-
ing the first training day. More impor-
tantly, all 3 participants maintained a
good temporal gait symmetry during the
follow-up session (ie, when they walked
without visual feedback). The overall
temporal gait symmetry improvement
compared with the pretraining session
was statistically significant across all par-
ticipants (P�.05). When provided with
vibrotactile feedback, they all walked
highly symmetrically (median SI across
participants�0.98–1.02), and only par-
ticipant 2 reverted to a more asymmetri-
cal gait pattern without vibrotactile feed-
back (95% CI of median SI�0.91, 0.94).
That is, even without visual and vibrot-
actile feedback, 2 of the participants
were able to maintain a symmetrical gait
after training (95% CI of median SI�1.02,
1.04 and 1.01, 1.05, respectively).

All 3 participants showed statistically sig-
nificantly smaller SIERROR when walking
with than without vibrotactile feedback
during the posttraining and follow-up
sessions (walking only versus walking �
vibrotactile feedback, P�.05; Fig. 2).
With pair-wise comparisons, the differ-
ences were significant (P�.05) in the
posttraining session for participant 1
(P�.11 for the follow-up session) and for
participant 3 (P�.53 for the follow-up
session) and in the follow-up session for
participant 2 (P�.06 for the posttraining
session). Participant 1 showed an unex-
plained “overshoot” in the SI the day
following the 3 training days (ie, the
posttraining day), but this participant
reversed to more symmetrical walking a
week later.

Cognitive Load of Vibrotactile
Stimulations
During the posttraining session, the
SIERROR was significantly smaller with
than without vibrotactile feedback for all
participants (P�.05). No statistical differ-
ences were found in the follow-up ses-

Table 1.
System Usability Scale (SUS) Scoresa

Questionnaire Item Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3

I think that I would like to use this
system frequently.

3 5 5

I found the system unnecessarily complex. 1 1 1

I thought the system was easy to use. 4 5 5

I think that I would need the support of a
technical person to be able to use this
system.

1 1 1

I found the various functions in this system
were well integrated.

5 5 4

I thought there was too much inconsistency
in this system.

2 1 1

I would imagine that most people would
learn to use this system very quickly.

3 3 5

I found the system very cumbersome to use. 1 2 1

I felt very confident using the system. 4 5 5

I needed to learn a lot of things before I
could get going with this system.

1 4 4

SUS score 82.5 85 90

a The SUS scores range from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). The SUS score was
calculated based on the responses following Brooke.35

Figure 2.
Median values and interquartile ranges (vertical lines) for 3 gait parameters (symmetry index
[SI], symmetry index error [SIERROR], and cadence) across all 3 participants in the 4 experi-
mental conditions. Vertical thick black lines in the gray fields are the interquartile ranges of
the first 3 trials each training day (ie, walking with vibrotactile and visual feedback). Sessions
correspond to pretraining (Pre), training (T1–T3), posttraining (Post), and follow-up (FU).
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sion for participant 1 (P�.79) and partic-
ipant 3 (P�.32), whereas participant 2
maintained better performance with the
vibrotactile units (P�.05). During the
posttraining session, participant 1
walked symmetrically while performing
the demanding cognitive task when he
was provided with vibrotactile feedback,
but without this feedback, he “overshot”
the SI ideal value (ie, unity), as in the
single-task condition. In short, when the
participants walked while performing a
demanding cognitive task, adding vibrot-
actile feedback improved temporal gait
symmetry. Adding vibrotactile feedback
did not have a negative effect on either
the number of attempts or accuracy in
the cognitive task (Fig. 3).

Psychophysiological Response
The assessment of subjective feeling of
workload did not permit statistical anal-
yses because of the paucity of data. How-
ever, sessions including the added cogni-
tive task during walking seemed, as
expected, to represent a larger workload
than sessions without additional cognitive
task (Fig. 4). We found no indication that
the vibrotactile feedback increased the
subjective workload. Participant 3
scored walking with vibrotactile feed-
back as markedly less demanding than
most other walking conditions.

Both heart rate and skin temperature
showed significant differences among

the experimental conditions (Tab. 2).
Specifically, both significantly differed
among the 6 conditions in the pretrain-
ing and follow-up sessions (�2�11.2,
df�5, P�.048), and skin temperature dif-
fered significantly among the 6 condi-
tions in the posttraining session
(�2�12.0, df�5, P�.035). Importantly,
post hoc pair-wise comparisons showed
no significant differences for any of the
parameters (ie, there seemed to be no
specific effect of the vibrotactile
feedback as such), nor did skin conduc-
tance show any significant differences
between conditions and time moments.
Finally, breathing frequency could not be
analyzed in a meaningful way because

Figure 3.
Scores on the cognitive task across the 3 participants during 3 different conditions in pretraining (Pre), posttraining (Post), and follow-up (FU)
sessions: (A) number of attempts and (B) percentage of successful attempts.

Figure 4.
Subjective ratings of the mean raw subjective workload (National Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index [NASA-RTLX] scores)
for each participant during the 6 different conditions in pretraining (Pre), posttraining (Post), and follow-up (FU) sessions. au�arbitrary units.
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Table 2.
Mean Values and Standard Deviations for Physiological Parameters, Heart Rate, Skin Conductance Level, and Skin Temperature Across All
3 Participants During the 6 Experimental Conditions and the Pretraining, Posttraining, and Follow-up Sessions

Measure Baseline
Baseline �

Cognitive Task Walking
Walking �

Cognitive Task
Walking � Vibrotactile

Feedback
Walking � Cognitive Task �

Vibrotactile Feedback

Pretraining evaluation session

Heart rate (bpm)

Participant 1 68�4 80�4 96�5 97�5 98�6 99�5

Participant 2 76�5 77�5 84�8 87�7 85�7 89�7

Participant 3 88�4 89�11 112�8 111�6 109�7 108�7

Skin conductance (�s)

Participant 1 5.5 5.8 6.4 6.9 6.7 6.9

Participant 2 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3

Participant 3 3.4 3.3 5.5 6.1 3.8 3.6

Skin temperature (°C)

Participant 1 34.6�0.1 35.6�0.1 36.5�0.1 36.4�0.1 36.7�0.1 36.6�0.0

Participant 2 33.3�0.1 34.1�0.2 35.4�0.1 35.8�0.1 36.1�0.0 36.0�0.0

Participant 3 31.9�0.2 32.9�0.2 34.5�0.2 34.8�0.2 35.4�0.1 34.6�0.1

Posttraining evaluation session

Heart rate (bpm)

Participant 1 81�3 91�7 110�2 115�8 110�12 110�6

Participant 2 69�4 67�5 80�5 72�7 82�5 82�5

Participant 3 74�6 76�9 106�8 98�7 101�8 98�8

Skin conductance (�s)

Participant 1 0.9 6.5 4.0 5.1 7.1 7.5

Participant 2 2.3 2.1 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.4

Participant 3 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.2 1.9 1.9

Skin temperature (°C)

Participant 1 33.6�0.1 34.7�0.2 36.1�0.1 35.8�0.2 36.4�0.1 36.7�0.1

Participant 2 33.8�0.1 34.6�0.1 35.8�0.1 34.9�0.1 36.2�0.1 36.2�0.0

Participant 3 32.1�0.1 32.8�0.1 36.7�0.0 35.8�0.1 33.7�0.1 35.2�0.1

Follow-up evaluation session

Heart rate (bpm)

Participant 1 80�2 93�3 112�3 107�4 108�5 106�6

Participant 2 64�4 66�5 74�4 75�5 76�6 76�4

Participant 3 80�9 80�9 100�19 98�16 102�8 101�11

Skin conductance (�s)

Participant 1 6.4 5.9 6.8 6.9 4.9 4.2

Participant 2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.5

Participant 3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

Skin temperature (°C)

Participant 1 33.1�0.2 31.4�0.5 34.4�0.2 35.2�0.2 35.6�0.1 36.0�0.1

Participant 2 32.3�0.1 32.6�0.2 33.9�0.1 34.2�0.1 34.5�0.1 34.6�0.1

Participant 3 31.6�0.2 32.2�0.1 33.8�0.1 34.7�0.1 35.8�0.0 36.2�0.0
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the participants modulated their breath-
ing while counting aloud.

Discussion
All participants significantly and substan-
tially improved their temporal gait sym-
metry with training in line with previous
studies in which visual feedback was pro-
vided during gait30 or for balance exer-
cises.38 However, compared with similar
studies in which visual feedback only
was used to improve gait symmetry in
individuals with lower limb amputations,
the overall temporal gait symmetry
improvement from pretraining to post-
training observed in our limited sample
seemed to be even more substantial.16

Yang et al16 reported that only 1 out of 3
participants with transtibial amputations
improved her SI toward unity from pre-
training to 1-week follow-up (mean
SI�0.83 [SD�0.02] in the pretraining
session and 1.05 [SD�0.02] in the
follow-up session), whereas the other 2
participants did not significantly modify
their SI. Notably, the participant who
showed a remarkable SI improvement
was significantly younger than the others
(22 versus �60 years old). The larger
improvements found in our participants
(all �65 years old) may be explained by
the combination of visual and vibrotac-
tile feedback during learning, which
enabled all participants to maintain a
good temporal gait symmetry even when
the visual feedback became unavailable.

To investigate if the incorporation of the
vibrotactile stimulation in the gait con-
trol represented a cognitive burden, we
also let the participants walk while per-
forming a demanding serial subtraction
task. The prediction was that if vibrotac-
tile feedback taxed higher cognitive
functions and it was provided during the
serial subtraction task, gait performance
would deteriorate (ie, SIERROR would
be larger with than without vibrotactile
feedback). Instead, we found that when
vibrotactile feedback was provided, the
SIERROR was equal to or smaller than the
SIERROR compared with when no vibrot-
actile feedback was provided.

Although some studies have demon-
strated that a secondary task worsens
gait performance of elderly people with
impairments,9,39 we obtained overall bet-

ter scores during dual-task walking when
vibrotactile feedback was provided.
Importantly, neither the taxing cognitive
task nor walking symmetry deteriorated
when vibrotactile feedback was added to
the dual task. The vibrotactile feedback
thus seemed to have been integrated in
the walking scheme, allowing a more
physiological walking pattern without
taxing high-level cognitive processes.
Recent studies demonstrated that
humans readily incorporate task-relevant
time-discrete stimulations in the control
of a hand prosthesis.40,41 The current
study makes it plausible that such time-
discrete stimuli in cyclical tasks may pro-
vide a rhythm that can be integrated in
the body control scheme and hence
improve locomotion.

After training, all participants walked
with a significantly lower step cadence,
which also has been associated with bet-
ter walking performance. Changes in gait
pattern adopted by many older people
(ie, reduced walking speed and short-
ened step length) may represent stabiliz-
ing adaptations to minimize perturba-
tions to the body and reduce the risk of
falling.42 We can identify at least 2 pos-
sible reasons why the 3 participants in
the present study showed a reduced step
frequency and consequent increased
step length with training. They were all,
in the beginning, unfamiliar with tread-
mill walking, which initially may have
made them particularly cautious. More-
over, as the decreased step frequency
was observed immediately after the
exposure to the visual feedback, it seems
reasonable to assume that improved tem-
poral gait symmetry also contributed to
enhanced postural control and conse-
quently longer strides.

The improvement in the cognitive score,
which might be expected when partici-
pants repeat the cognitive task a total of
9 times over 2 weeks, could not be eval-
uated in this study. However, the main
purpose of introducing this test was to
determine whether vibrotactile feedback
taxed higher cognitive processes and as
such would compete with the cognitive
task. Such competition over cognitive
processing would be revealed in walking
trials with vibrotactile feedback and a
concomitant cognitive task as a deterio-

rated gait performance, lower scores on
the cognitive task, or both. As all partic-
ipants evidently maintained a symmetri-
cal gait with vibrotactile feedback even
in the presence of the cognitive task,
there seemed to be no interaction
between the cognitive task and use of
vibrotactile feedback. Accordingly, the
positive effect of vibrotactile feedback
on gait symmetry after training seemed
not to tax higher-level cognitive pro-
cesses. Although we found no signs of
negative psychophysiological effects of
vibrotactile feedback, it should be
pointed out that the parameters available
to gauge this in the present study may
not be ideal for detecting purely cogni-
tive stress.43

A study involving only 3 motivated users
of lower leg prostheses does not allow
straightforward extrapolations to larger
populations. Nevertheless, we find it
encouraging that such a simple, low-cost
device delivering gait phase locked
vibrotactile feedback, combined with
training with visual feedback, appears to
help patients to adopt a more functional
gait pattern with a minimal taxation of
higher cognitive processes. In the future,
it would be of interest to explore the
long-term effects of training with vibrot-
actile feedback alone.

In conclusion, although based on a small
patient population and short follow-up
times, we conclude that low-cost, gait
phase–specific vibrotactile feedback
after training combined with visual feed-
back may improve the temporal gait sym-
metry of patients with transfemoral
amputation without causing them dis-
comfort or taxing their high-level cogni-
tive processes.
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eAppendix.
(A) Example of Use of Insole Signals Recorded During a Single Step to Derive the Vertical Ground Reaction Force and the Center of
Pressure in the Anterior-Posterior Direction and (B) Illustration of Extraction of Temporal Gait Parameters From Gait Phase Classification in
Case of Asymmetrical and Symmetrical Walking Patternsa

Equation 1. Set of rules to online assign scores to steps and encourage the participant to improve his performance:

1.03 � [1	|SIREF	1|]�SI�1.03 � [|SIREF	1|	1]�23Score�1

0.97 � [1	|SIREF	1|]�SI�1.03 � [1	|SIREF	1|] OR 1.03 � [|SIREF	1|	1]�2�SI�0.97 � [|SIREF	1|	1]�23Score�1⁄2

ELSE3Score�0

Equation 2. Set of rules to online assign scores to steps and encourage the participant to maintain his performance:

0.99�SI�1.013Score�1

0.93�SI�0.99 OR 1.01�SI�1.073Score�1⁄2

ELSE3Score�0

a ST1�stance phase 1, ST2�stance phase 2, SI�symmetry index, SIREF�reference symmetry index value (averaged SI value from the previous day), VT
1�vibrotactile unit 1, VT 2�vibrotactile unit 2, VT 3�vibrotactile unit 3.
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eTable.
Characteristics of Participants

Variable Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3

Age (y) 66 74 72

Weight with prosthesis (kg) 80 81 85

Body mass index (kg/m2) 29.4 23.9 27.7

Cause of amputation Trauma Embolism Peripheral vascular
pathology

Year of amputation 1959 2011 2012

Mini-Mental State Examination score 29/30 28/30 24/30

Serial subtraction task number 7 17 7
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